Corvallis, Oregon (March 2020) – CyberLock, Inc., a global leader in key-centric access
control solutions, announces the release of the CyberKey Blue 3 (CK-BLUE3). Recently
recognized by Security Today as a 2020 Govie Gold Award winner and a 2020 Secure
Campus Platinum Award winner, CK-BLUE3 is CyberLock’s latest advancement in its
line of wirelessly connected smart keys. With the release of its third-generation
Bluetooth smart key, CyberLock continues to bridge the gap between hardwired and
key-centric access control.
CK-BLUE3 was designed with a mobile workforce in mind. Combining the convenience
of micro-USB charging with the versatility of remote administration, CK-BLUE3 allows
users to update their key from virtually anywhere using a Bluetooth-enabled
smartphone. Like CyberLock’s other award-winning wireless smart keys, CK-BLUE3
gives administrators the ability to view audit trail data without key holders returning to
the office to update and download their keys. This convenient solution promotes
employee accountability, security, and efficiency.
CyberLock’s latest smart key features deliver an exceptionally powerful tool for
controlling access to isolated sites and sprawling facilities. CK-BLUE3 enhances system
security by supporting temporary access and delayed activation, extending precise
access control features to the most remote of locations. With CK-BLUE3, users can
request access permissions within cellular range, cache the permissions within the
CyberKey, and later activate their key outside of cellular range with the easy-to-use
CyberAudit Link app. This makes the CK-BLUE3 the ideal CyberKey for critical
infrastructure security at remote locations. And with near universal charging via a microUSB port, the CK-BLUE3 improves productivity by eliminating downtime. The ultimate in
mobility, CK-BLUE3 offers organizations an on-the-go access control solution that
adapts to their workforce.
CyberLock, Inc. is the leading supplier of key-centric access control systems. It is part of
the Videx family of companies with roots dating back to 2000 when the first CyberLock
branded electronic locks and smart keys were introduced to the market.
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